Vertically Aligned Binder-Free TiO₂ Nanotube Arrays Doped with Fe, S and Fe-S for Li-Ion Batteries
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ABSTRACT

Vertically aligned Fe, S, and Fe-S doped anatase TiO₂ nanotube arrays are prepared by electrochemical anodization process using an organic electrolyte in which lactic acid is added as an additive. In the electrolyte, nanotube layers of greater length (12 μm) and high order with inner diameter of approx. 90 nm and outer diameter of approx. 170 nm are achieved. Doping of Fe, S, and Fe-S via simple wet impregnation method substituted Ti and O sites with Fe and S, which leads to enhance the rate performance at high discharge current densities. Discharge capacities of TiO₂ tubes increased from 82 mAh g⁻¹ (bare) to 165 mAh g⁻¹ for Fe-S doped TiO₂ at high current densities of 0.3 mA cm⁻² after 100 cycles with exceptional capacity retention of 85% after 100 cycles. Owing to the enhancement of thermodynamic and kinetic properties by doping of Fe-S, Li-diffusion increased resulting in remarkable discharge capacities of 143 mAh g⁻¹ and 89 mAh g⁻¹ at a current density of 7.4 mA cm⁻² and 19 mA cm⁻², respectively.
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1. Introduction

Titanium based oxides have drawn great attention in the lithium ion battery world because better thermal stability than the conventional graphite anode[1]. Moreover, this class of active material shows other interesting features such as low cost, none-toxicity and small volume change process (2-3 %) during the lithium insertion and desertion, along with an excellent cycling life[1]. In general, bulk TiO$_2$ shows a low theoretical capacity of 175-360 mAh g$^{-1}$ and a low electrical conductivity. The electrochemical performance and the reversible capacity of titanium based oxides mainly depend on their microscopic structure, morphology and particle size$^2$. Interestingly, the nanostructured titanium oxide leads to a better capacity, longer cycling life and higher rate capacity than bulk TiO$_2$[2,3].

TiO$_2$ shows excellent safety and stability characteristics at the operation potential of 1.5 V vs Li/Li$^+$. Moreover, TiO$_2$ has high electro-activity, strong oxidation capability, good chemical stability, high abundance and structural diversity [4,6]. Where TiO$_2$ based materials possess boosting the performance of battery, still they face disadvantage such as poor electrical conductivity and low ion diffusion coefficients, which can lead to poor electrochemical performance thus hindering their commercial application[4,7]. So far many efforts have been developed to overcome this problem by means of using, for example, low-dimension (1 D, 2 D) TiO$_2$ nanostructures composites [8,9].

The reduction of Ti$^{4+}$→Ti$^{3+}$ is accompanied by Li ion insertion/extraction into the oxide structure. Electrochemical fading in the crystal structure due to pulverizing of electrodes during volume expansion and reduction. In the advantage of taking forward TiO$_2$ nanotubes (TNTs) as anodes, i) the well-connected electrode geometry leads to the shortest ion diffusion path, ii) mechanical strain arising during Li ion insertion/desertion cycling can be much accommodated, and iii) therefore the structural stability is maintained[10].

On the other hand, doping the heteroatoms including C, Nb, N, B, W, Sn, and Fe into TiO$_2$ nanostructures is a promising way to stabilize these structures and improve the electron flow to accelerate the kinetics during electrochemical processes[11-15]. This will directly improve the rate performance, cycling behavior, and specific capacity of TNTs in Li-ion battery application. However, the extremely low thermodynamic solubility of the dopants in TiO$_2$ faces many challenging obstacles once the dopant locates at interstitial sites[16]. Therefore, a co-doping idea has been presented to overcome the limitation. So the concept of co-doping (including carbon, nitrogen; fluorine, nitrogen; chromium, nitrogen; and sulfur, nitrogen) has been applied in TiO$_2$ nanoparticles as an anode material for Li-ion battery [2,8,9,12,15,17-19]. In the previous studies, it has been demonstrated that the Fe-S co-dopant pairs can substantially narrow band gap and effectively modify the electronic structure of TiO$_2$[9,19]. However, there have not been many studies on doping of TNTs for the Li-ion battery anode[1,18].

In this study, vertically aligned self-organized TiO$_2$ nanotubes are prepared by electrochemical anodizing technique[22,23]. Fe-S co-doping was performed using a wet impregnation method.owing to the improved electrical conductivity and lithium ion diffusion coefficient, Fe-S co-doped TNTs shows an improved electrochemical performance including excellent cycling stabilities and remarkable rate performances, without slurry casting so called binder free electrodes.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Preparation of TNTs

Pre-cleaned Ti-foils (0.1 mm thick, 99.99 % purity, Nilaco) were electrochemically anodized in an electrolyte composed of 1.5 M lactic acid, 0.1 M ammonium fluoride and 5 wt. %
deionized water in ethylene glycol[24]. The anodization was carried out in a two electrode cell configuration: a Pt mesh was used as the counter electrode and the Ti foils were used as the working electrode. The anodization was conducted by using a high-voltage potentiostat (OPS-22101, ODA, Korea) at a DC voltage of 120 V for 300 s, 600 s, and 800 s with the electrolyte temperature at 60 °C as shown in figure 1. The obtained samples were rinsed in ethanol and dried in an oven at room temperature.

2.2. Preparation of Fe-S co-doped TNTs

Fe, S, and Fe-S co-doped samples were prepared by using simple wet impregnation method as mentioned in a previous report [19]. The anodized samples were immersed in FeCl$_3$·6H$_2$O, in thio-urea, and in a mixture of FeCl$_3$·6H$_2$O and thio-urea, each dissolved 20 ml of ethanol solution for one hour and kept in an oven for room temperature drying in air atmosphere to produce Fe, S, and Fe-S doped TNTs, respectively. In order to obtain the crystalline anatase phase in TNTs the dried samples were annealed at 500 °C for 3 hrs under air by using a tube furnace (XY-1400S, Hantech, Korea) as shown in figure 1.

2.3. Materials characterization

The morphological study of the synthesized materials was performed using a field-emission microscope (Hitachi FE-SEM S4800) equipped with energy dispersive spectroscopy as well. The structure and crystalline phase of the samples were characterized by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD, Philips, X-pert PRO MPD) with Cu Kα (λ = 0.15406 nm). The electronic states of elements were characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, K-Alpha + XPS System, Thermo Scientific UK). XPS was conducted with a monochromatic Al Kα source (hν = 1486.6 eV) with a spot size of 400 μm.

2.4. Electrochemical characterization

The vertically aligned TNTs arrays doped with Fe, S, and Fe-S grown on Ti foils was cut into disk (diameter of 14 mm) and used as the anode for the electrochemical tests. A coin half-cell

![Figure 1. A schematic illustration of the preparation steps for Fe, S, and Fe-S doped TNTs.](image-url)
with a polypropylene membrane separator (Celgard 2325, Celgard Inc., USA) and a Li-metal foil (thickness = 500 μm, purity 99.9%) as the counter-electrode was used to evaluate the electrochemical performance. The TNT disks were directly fabricated as a (the working electrode) in the electrochemical cell without adding any conductive carbon or binder. The electrolyte was 1 M LiPF₆ dissolved in 1:1:1, v/v/v mixture of ethylene carbonate, dimethyl carbonate, and ethyl methyl carbonate (EC: DMC: EMC) with 5% FEC. The assembled cells were galvanostatically cycled at current densities ranging from 0.1 mA cm⁻² to 19 mA cm⁻² in a potential range of 0.5–3 V using a multi-channel battery tester (MACCOR).

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed by using an electrochemical workstation (VMP3, Bio-Logic, France) with the same coin cell in the scan range of 0.5–3.0 V at a scan rate of either 1 mV s⁻¹ or 0.5 mV s⁻¹. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) test was performed by using an electrochemical workstation (VSP-300, Bio-Logic, France) in the frequency range of 10⁻² – 10⁻⁵ Hz.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Morphology and crystal structure

Self-organized vertically aligned (TNTs) were prepared via electrochemical anodization of Ti foils in the lactic acid added F⁻ ion containing electrolyte with 120 V at 60 °C for 300 s, 600 s, and 800 s to obtain layer thickness of 12 μm, 36 μm, and 60 μm, respectively. The length of the nanotubes mainly depends on the anodizing time, applied voltage, electrolyte temperature, etc [25]. Lactic acid added electrolyte was used to obtain a high layer thickness (i.e. a long length) in relatively short time [24]. Figure 2a, 2b, and 2c shows the FE-SEM results for the prepared TNTs with different anodizing time. The inset figure 2a(i) shows the top view image which represents highly ordered TNT array having a uniform porosity, while figure 2a(ii) shows a cross-sectional view image which indicates the vertically aligned TNT array, and figure 2a(iii) shows the bottom view image of the hexagonally close packed TNT structure [23].

![Figure 2](image-url)

**Figure 2.** (a), (b), and (c) shows FE-SEM images of as prepared TNTs. 12 μm, 35 μm, and 60 μm TNTs were successfully prepared by anodization process. a(i), a(ii), and a(iii) shows top, cross-section, and bottom view of 12 μm TNTs. (d) EDS result for Fe-S doped TNTs prepared.
by the immersion technique. (c) XRD results for bare, Fe doped, S doped, and Fe-S doped TNTs. (f) Ti 2p XPS results for bare, Fe, S, and Fe-S doped TNTs showing a peak shift towards lower energies due to the presence of doped elements in the TNTs framework. (g) A zoomed in view of (011) XRD peak Showing clear peaks shifts for Fe, S, and Fe-S doped TNTs. (h) Fe 2p XPS results for Fe and Fe-S doped TNTs showing the incorporation of Fe in the TiO$_2$ framework.

Fe, S, and Fe-S co-doped TNTs are prepared by the approach shown in figure 1. Figure 2d shows the EDS mapping result for Fe-S doped TNTs and clearly shows the even distribution of the doped elements. Figure 2e shows the XRD patterns for bare, S, Fe, and Fe-S doped TNTs. It reveals the existence of the anatase TiO$_2$ for all the doped samples after annealing at 500 °C for 3hrs with characteristic peaks at 12.65° and 24.025° (ICSD# 98-000-9852). A high peak intensity of the (004) orientation can be observed in all of the TNTs, which indicates a high percentage of (011) orientation in the growth direction of the TNTs (figure S1a†). Moreover, doping of different atoms did not affect the orientation except the intensity difference in (011) peak[19]. In figure 2g, the diffraction peaks (011) of Fe doped TNTs and Fe-S doped TNTs shift to lower angles and the lattice parameters d$_{011}$ are increased slightly from 0.350 nm for bare to 0.454 nm and 0.455 nm for Fe and Fe-S doped TNTs, respectively. This occurs due to the incorporation of Fe$^{3+}$ (0.650 Å) having larger radius than Ti$^{4+}$ (0.606 Å), suggesting that the Fe atoms have been successfully incorporated into the crystal structure of TiO$_2$[12,19]. However, in case of S doped TNTs, the peak shift is towards a higher angle. This phenomenon can be attributed towards the larger radius of Ti$^{4+}$ (0.606 Å) than S$^{4+}$ (0.370 Å) and S$^{6+}$ (0.290 Å) [26]. However, the doping amount of S is kept very small in both Fe-S and S doped TNTs due to its high reactivity. Hence the effect is minimal in the lattice parameter change (Table S1†). Similarly, the effect of the doping on crystallite size can also be observed. The crystallite size decreases significantly as a result of S and Fe-S doping, while in case of Fe doping the decrease in the crystallite size is not as drastic as the former ones. The average crystallite size, calculated from Scherrer equation of Fe-S doped, Fe doped, S doped, and bare TNTs are approximately 32.38 nm, 39.636 nm, 30.319 nm, and 45.93 nm, respectively (Table S1†).

The electronic states of the dopants and the parent atoms in TNTs were analyzed by (XPS). As illustrated in figure 2f, the most intense peaks at 458.70 eV and 464.46 eV correspond to Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 2p1/2 spin–orbit splitting peaks, respectively. This suggests that Ti$^{4+}$ is the predominant state of the Ti in bare TNTs. In the case of Fe doped TNTs, S doped TNTs, and Fe-S doped TNTs the peaks shift towards lower energy. This confirms the presence of dopants which have replaced Ti and O atoms due to the difference in the ionization energy decreases[27,28]. In case of Fe-S doped TNTs, not only S$^{+2}$ and S$^{+6}$ replaced Ti but there is a small peak observed at 163.01 eV (figure S1c†) which shows that there is also S$^{−2}$ replacing O$^{−2}$ as well [29].

Figure 2h shows the XPS spectrum of Fe 2p, where the binding energies at 710.53 eV, 723.83 eV, and 710.49 eV, 723.50 eV corresponding to Fe 2p3/2 and Fe 2p1/2 can be easily observed in Fe doped and Fe-S doped samples. This indicates that the doped Fe is mainly in 3$^{+}$ oxidation state. Due to the similarities of the radius between Fe$^{3+}$ (0.650 Å) and Ti$^{4+}$ (0.606 Å), Fe$^{3+}$ can be incorporated into the lattice of TiO$_2$ to form Ti–O–Fe bonds [12]. In the case of S and Fe-S doped TNTs, the doping amounts for S are extremely small as discussed previously and accordingly S2p spectra is not observed in case of S however, in case of Fe-S doped TNTs S peaks were observed. In figure S1b†, the O 1s XPS spectra of Fe-S doped TNTs are split as two peaks. The energy of the peak located at 529.56 eV is equal to the O 1s electron binding energy
for TiO$_2$. The other peak at 531.13 eV is ascribed to S–O–S bond, which confirms that the sulfur atoms replace a part of Ti sites [30] and in figure S1c† peak located at 163.01 eV [29]. This shows that sulfur is present in the form of S$^{2-}$ by replacing O$^{2-}$ which contradicts the previous report using thio-urea as a dopant precursor for sulfur$^{31}$. According to the results of the XPS spectra, the atomic ratios of Fe, S, Ti, and O in Fe-S doped TNTs are approximately 3.01%, 0.1%, 24.68%, and 72.21%, respectively. This remarkable structural stability is expected to be conductive to reversible lithium storage with excellent cycle performances.

3.2. Electrochemical performance

In order to investigate the effect of different dopants in TNTs on the electrochemical performances, cyclic voltammetry experiments for bare and doped TNTs electrodes were conducted at 0.5 mV s$^{-1}$ (figure 3a). The higher scan rate was chosen in order to mimic the effect of fast charging/discharging. Moreover, CV for TNTs with different thickness were also done 1 mV s$^{-1}$ to investigate the effect of higher thickness on lithiation/delithiation of TNTs (figure 3b).

In principle, the reaction equation can be used to express the lithium insertion and extraction in anatase TNTs electrode:

$$\text{TiO}_2 + n\text{Li}^+ + ne^- \leftrightarrow \text{Li}_n\text{TiO}_2 \quad (1)$$

All the sample electrodes (figure 3a) exhibit peak couples at 2.14 / 1.63 V (bare TNTs), 2.17 / 1.67 V (S doped TNTs), 2.19 / 1.64 V (Fe doped TNTs), and 2.20 / 1.66 V (Fe-S doped TNTs) corresponding to the transition of Li poor $\alpha$-Li$_x$TiO$_2$ ($0.01 < x \leq 0.21$) with anatase structure to the orthorhombic $\beta$ Li$_x$TiO$_2$(x~0.55) phase , their positions are in good agreement with those reported in the literature [33-35]. In case Fe-doped TiO$_2$ in reduction peaks, there is an additional reaction happens due to the over potential of phase transformation from TiO$_2$ to Li$_x$TiO$_2$. In order to reduce the polarization effect happens between the electrode and electrolyte interface, the Fe-doping in TiO$_2$ will reduce this effect and enhance the electronic conductivity, which results that further charge/discharge reversibility is enhanced [43]. Moreover, there is a small peak pair visible at 1.62 V (lithiation) and 1.4 V (delithiation), which corresponds to a second phase change to fully lithiated LiTiO$_2$[33]. This feature is more prominent in the case of higher-length tubes as shown in figure 3b. Moreover, it can be seen that upon delithiation peak broadening is observed which is a characteristic for self-oriented TNTs[35]. In contrast to bare, S doped, and Fe doped TNTs, Fe-S doped TNTs show a prominent second phase transition upon delithiation.

The diffusion coefficient of lithium ion during the Li$^+$ intercalation/de-intercalation processes can be calculated according to Randles–Sevcik equation [36]. Figure 3d and S4b† shows the calculated diffusion coefficient values for doped TNTs and elongated TNTs. The Li$^+$ diffusion increases by doping of S, Fe, Fe-S. In case of doping Li$^+$ ion diffusion increased from $0.75 \times 10^{-11}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ (bare TNTs) to $0.13 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ (Fe-S doped TNTs) for de-intercalation and $0.2 \times 10^{-11}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ (bare TNTs) to $0.12 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$ (Fe-S doped TNTs) for intercalation. It should be noted that Li$^+$ diffusion is greatly improved by co-doping with both Fe and S in anodic TNT’s framework.
Figure 3. (a) Cyclic voltammograms of bare, Fe doped, S doped, and Fe-S doped TNTs with respect to Li metal at a scan rate of 0.5 mV s\(^{-1}\) (b) Cyclic voltammograms of TNTs with the different thickness of 12 μm, 36 μm, and 60 μm. (c) 1st charge-discharge profiles of bare, Fe, S, and Fe-S doped TNTs at current density of 0.3 mA cm\(^{-2}\) (d) Diffusion coefficient values calculated from Randles–Sevcik equation for bare, Fe, S, and Fe-S doped TNTs.

Moreover, preferentially oriented tubes are derived by anodization process and even directly use of these TNTs in LIB increases the charge/discharge capacities[35,37,38]. However these performances are considerably enhanced by co-doping with Fe-S in the TNT structures. In addition, the CV curves at a scan rate of 0.5 mV s\(^{-1}\) as shown in figure S2† are stable with almost overlaps from the second cycle, which indicate well posited dopant in the structures and excellent stability for Fe, S, and Fe-S doped TNTs electrodes.

Galvanostatic charging/discharging was carried out at current density of 0.3 mA cm\(^{-2}\) (0.2 C) in the range of 0.5-3.0 V vs. Li\(^+\)/Li\(^-\); Initial discharge capacities for bare, S doped, Fe doped, and Fe-S doped TNTs anodes came out to be around 339 mAh g\(^{-1}\), 268 mAh g\(^{-1}\), 341 mAh g\(^{-1}\), and 360 mAh g\(^{-1}\) (figure 3c). It can be seen that the discharge capacities for S doped TNTs is lower as compared to others, this is because of the reaction of sulfur with Li to form Li\(_x\)S which in result decreases the discharge capacity [39]. However, further in this study it will be shown that this does not affect the cycling behavior of TNTs but increase cyclability of S doped TNTs. It can also be observed that the charge (1.9 V) and discharge (1.65 V) plateaus for Fe-S doped TNTs show lowest and highest among the other electrodes, respectively. This indicates the lowest electrochemical polarization and the best charge/discharge energy density of Fe and S.
doped TNTs anode. Moreover, the specific capacity is proportional to time interval (i.e. scan rate) of charge/discharge [11,39]. The sloping region for the Fe-S doped TNTs electrode below the plateau corresponds to the pseudo-capacitive lithium storage in the surface area [40].

\[ C = \frac{i}{(dV/dT)} \]

(2)

Hence the sloping region will indicate the pseudo-capacitive lithium storage in the structures of TNTs. This shows that the shallowest slope \((dV/dc)\) observed with the Fe-S doped TNTs electrode represents the highest capacitance values as compared to the steep slopes from the other three kinds of electrodes, thus increasing the capacity of TNTs from 339 mAh g\(^{-1}\) for bare TNTs to 360 mAh g\(^{-1}\) for Fe-S doped TNTs.

In figure S3, both areal and gravimetric capacities are shown for bare and Fe-S doped TNTs. It is clear that Fe-S doped TNTs show better cycling as compared to bare TNTs. Moreover, in case of Fe, S, and Fe-S after 60 cycles (figure 4a), they show higher discharge capacities of 118 mAh g\(^{-1}\), 157 mAh g\(^{-1}\), and 175 mAh g\(^{-1}\) as compared to 89 mAh g\(^{-1}\) of bare TNTs. Fe-S and bare doped TNTs were further cycled to 100. In the cycling results, it was found that Fe-S retained 85% discharge capacity (taken after 3rd cycle) as compared to bare TNTs with 65% (i.e. doping of Fe and S together increases the capacity retention and increased capacitive properties). Moreover, columbic efficiency in the 1st cycle is 76% for Fe-S doped TNTs and 72% for bare TNTs. These high irreversible capacities can be because of the higher length of the tubes and side reactions with sulfur and absorbed moisture due to high specific surface area[41]. However, this is redeemed in the 2nd cycle with 90.9% for Fe-S and 93.8% for bare TNTs. The decrease in columbic efficiency for Fe-S as compared to bare TNTs can be because of reaction of Li with S to form Li\(_x\)S \(^{39}\) , however, this product is redox active[39]. Hence this will help in further cycling and increase the electrochemical stability with the high capacity retention as shown in figure 4a.

**Figure 4.** (a) Cycle vs discharge capacity curves for bare, Fe doped, S doped, and Fe-S doped TNTs cycled at 0.3 mA cm\(^{-2}\) current density. (b) Rate capability of bare Fe doped, S doped, and Fe-S doped TNTs (c) EIS curves for bare, Fe doped, S doped, and Fe-S doped TNTs after 100 cycles.

Figure 4b shows rate capability cycling results for bare, Fe doped, S doped, and Fe-S doped TNTs. It is evident that Fe-S doped TNTs shows the best rate capabilities at very high current densities form 0.1 mA cm\(^{-2}\) to 19 mA cm\(^{-2}\). All the doped TNTs showed exceptional rate capabilities at higher rates as compared to bare TNTs. Fe-S doped TNTs show 143 mAh g\(^{-1}\) at 7.4 mA cm\(^{-2}\) and 89 mAh g\(^{-1}\) at 19 mA cm\(^{-2}\) current densities as compared to 54 mAh g\(^{-1}\) at 7.4 mA cm\(^{-2}\) and 30 mAh g\(^{-1}\) at 19 mA cm\(^{-2}\) current densities for bare TNTs. It is important to note that Fe-S doped TNTs retained the reversible specific capacities of 275 mAh g\(^{-1}\) at 0.1 mA cm\(^{-2}\) as well when cycled again. These results clearly validate that the Fe-S doped TNTs electrodes
exhibit superior lithium storage properties with prolonged cycle life and great rate capability for
the fast discharge process.

To further understand the origin of the superior electrochemical properties of doped TNTs and
to study differentiate kinetic and thermodynamic properties of the TNTs electrodes upon
lithiation and delithiation, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was employed in the
frequency range of $10^{-2} – 10^{15}$ Hz. This allows for differentiation of processes taking place at
different time scales during Li insertion and extraction. Figure 4e shows us the EIS spectrum and
the fitting circuit of bare, S doped, Fe doped, and Fe-S doped TNTs after 100 cycles. In all of the
observed EIS spectrums, at the highest frequencies, a depressed semicircle can be observed,
which corresponds to the parallel combination of surface film resistance $R_f$ and surface film
capacitance $C_f$[35,40]. These thin surface films originate from the decomposition of compounds
from the carbonate-based (EC, DMC) LiPF$_6$ electrolytes [42]. The second medium-frequency
semi-circle relates to the interfacial charge transfer, represented by the charge transfer resistance,
$R_{ct}$, and the double-layer capacitance, $C_{dl}$, in parallel. This is the most important parameter as $R_{ct}$
determines the charge transfer during lithiation/delithiation. At lower frequencies, capacitive
behavior is dominant, which can be observed by a steep line with an angle higher than $45^\circ$ in the
pointing out the initial part of a capacitive element [7]. It can be seen that, after 100 cycles $R_{ct}$
values decreased when compared to bare TNTs electrode. $R_{ct}$ values of 20.78 ohm, 18.49 ohm,
and 15.54 ohm were achieved for S doped, Fe doped, and Fe-S doped TNTs as compared to
38.47 ohm for bare TNTs. However, in the nanotube system, the charge transfer may not be the
only rate-determining step; therefore, it is also necessary to consider solid state diffusion in the
bulk material [34]. This shows that both the increase in Li$^+ \text{ diffusion and charge transfer}$
resistances of doped TNTs increased the cycling and rate cycling properties. In order to observe
the difference between before and after cycling effect in Fe-S doped TNTs, EIS was done before
cycling of Fe-S doped TNTs samples as well. Figure S4a† shows the EIS spectrum and fitting of
before and after 100 cycles. It can be observed that $R_{ct}$ values for Fe-S doped TNTs decreased
from 269 ohm to 15.54 ohm after 100 cycles. During lithiation, in case of TiO$_2$, fully lithiated
Li$_x$TiO$_2$ forms with higher charge resistance, moreover, the decomposition of LiPF$_6$ electrolyte
to LiF and Li$_2$CO$_3$ also increase the charge transfer resistance between electrode/electrolyte
interfaces. However, by the introduction of Fe and S as co dopants the fully lithiated phase
transition is suppressed which decreases the charge transfer resistance and as a result higher
reversibility during lithiation and de-lithiation is achieved [35].

This incredible increase in electronic conductivity and charge transfer can be attributed
towards the modified electronic structure resulting in exceptional properties and uniform
pathways for Li$^+$ intercalation/de-intercalation. Electrochemical anodization to prepare TNTs
improved the structural as well as the directional properties of as prepared TNTs. Primary
nanocrystals of TiO$_2$ which were smaller in size shortened the electronic pathways and increased
the Li$^+$ diffusion in the lattice. Similarly, the relative high surface area of the nanotube structure
could provide more active surface sites and facilitate fast lithium ion transfer between electrode
and electrolyte, thus increasing charge transfer as depicted in EIS results. Moreover, the increase
in tubular size to 12 μm as compared to conventional small sized tubes helped in increasing the
discharge capacities. Doping of Fe-S, Fe, and S in TNTs increased the interlayer spacing, thus
favoring Li$^+$ intercalation/de-intercalation as well. Fe-S doped TNTs showed best results with
exceptional increase in cycling and rate cycling discharge capacities at exceptionally higher rates.
4. Conclusions
Vertically aligned TNTs were successfully prepared via anodization method in a lactic acid added electrolyte. This additive stabilized the TNTs formation and allow to apply the high working voltage of 120 V and also at the high temperature of 60 °C. Co-doping of Fe and S proved to be fruitful as they enhanced electrochemical properties to their maximum as compared to bare TNTs. Increase in Li$^+$ diffusion (D) and decrease in charge transfer resistance (R$\text{ct}$) resulted in high rate cycling and cycling capabilities. Fe-S doped TNTs achieved a high charge retention and also showed high discharge capacities when compared with bare TNTs. Anodic TiO$_2$ nanotubular layer is a binder free electrode that especially combined with a doping process shows a high LIB performance and exceptional stabilities.
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